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What is a General Assembly ? 

 

Model United Nations (MUN) is an academic simulation in which students debate and             

address international issues to innovate and build solutions around them. Since the first             

Model UN was held at St. Lawrence College in 1949, the activity has proliferated to 100+                

countries today, with participating students from every corner of the globe. Today,            

Model UN looks slightly different than it did when it first started, but the creativity and                

ingenuity that delegates bring to bear remains as passionate and enduring as ever. 

 

General Assemblies are a particular committee type that replicate bodies of the actual             

United Nations, national legislatures or assemblies, and other like decision making           

bodies. As in the real-life bodies, delegates in General Assemblies represent the interests             

of an assigned people, state or organization (i.e. a delegate could be representing the              

United Kingdom, the State of California, or the United States Dairy Association).  

 

Working with other representatives, delegates in General Assemblies strive to pass           

Resolutions, legislative documents detailing a position or policy that the body should            

adopt in reaction to, or related to, the assigned topic of debate (i.e. an emissions               

reduction pledge to address a climate change issue). Resolutions are typically written by             

a small body of “Sponsors” and signed off on by “signatories”, other representatives that              

believe that a resolution should be discussed and debated further.  

 

Success in General Assemblies is a balancing act: delegates must accurately represent            

the interests and policies of their assigned country, while simultaneously finding           

relevant areas of compromise to assemble strong coalitions in support of passing            

resolutions.  

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

Model UN Structure of Debate 

 

In general, Model UN takes place in a committee, a group of delegates representing a               

mrad of countries assembled to solve or mitigate a specific problem (i.e Child Soldiers,              

Human Trafficking, Iranian Nuclear Program). Each committee simulates an actual          

committee in the United Nations, such as the Disarmament and Internal Security            

Committee (DISEC), World Health Organization (WHO), or United Nations Security          

Council (UNSC). 

 

Each committee is run by a Chair, who moderates the debate and runs all of the                

administrative parts of committee. The Chair is often assisted by the dais, comprised of              

individuals such as the deputy-chair and page. 

 

In committee, delegates have the opportunity to participate in two types of debate:             

Formal and Informal. 

 

Formal Debate: In formal debate, delegates take turns speaking to the committee            

about the topic, and their countries position on it. Delegates are free to address any               

portion or facet of the topic, and are encouraged to move committee forward with              

constructive speeches. The order of speakers is determined by a speakers list, which             

delegates join by raising their placards or sending a note to the chair. 

 

Informal Debate: Informal debate is comprised of moderated and unmoderated          

caucuses. During informal debate, delegates narrow the focus of the debate to a specific              

aspect or position on the topic through the introduction of these caucuses. 

 

Some of the most common points and motions are: 

 

Moderated Caucus: A caucus where the chair calls on delegates to speak for a              

set amount of time (i.e 30 seconds) on a specific aspect of the topic (i.e how to                 

fund polio vaccines for Syrian refugees) 

 

How to call for a Moderated Caucus: 

*Raise Placard* Chair Calls on delegate 

 

Delegate: ( Country Name ) motions for a ( X- minute) moderated caucus             

with (Y-second) speaking time for the purpose of discussing ( reason for            

the caucus ). 

 



 
 

Committee Votes on motion; the motion needs a simple majority          

(1/2) to pass 

 

Unmoderated Caucus: an unmoderated caucus is an informal time for          

delegates to discuss their positions with each other and compromise to form            

solutions. During unmoderated caucuses (unmods), delegates are free to roam          

the room and talk informally with other delegates. Oftentimes, unmods are used            

as a time for delegates to write resolutions together and come to agreement on              

actions. 

 

How to Call for an Unmoderated Caucus: 

*Raise Placard* Chair Calls on delegate 

 

Delegate: ( Country Name ) motions for a ( X - minute) unmoderated             

caucus. 

 

Committee Votes on motion; the motion needs a simple majority (1/2) to            

pass. 

 

Points 

 

In MUN, a point is a question that the delegate poses to the chair. There are quite a few 

points, but these are the most commonly used three: 

 

Point of Order – Used to ask a question about parliamentary procedure (i.e             

“How do I ask for a moderated caucus?”) 

 

Point of Inquiry – Used to ask a question to the Chair (i.e “What time is it?”) 

 

Point of Personal Privilege – Used to request something regarding personal           

comfort (i.e “May I use the restroom?” or “Could we please turn up the AC               

because it feels like an oven in here?” 

 

Right of Reply - Occasionally, delegates may feel that another delegate has            

personally attacked them during the course of debate, in which case they might             

ask for a right of reply - which the chair may choose to award as a means of                  

responding to a personal insult. It should be noted that right of reply is only               

appropriate in the event that a delegate’s character is attacked, not that of the              

nation or position which they happen to be representing. 
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Succeeding in General Assemblies 

 

 

General Assemblies (GA’s) are the bread-and-butter of most conferences, and the type 

of committee that most delegates will be familiar with. In GA’s, delegates address issues 

from the perspectives of individual nation states, most commonly as bodies of the 

United Nations (e.g. DISEC, SOCHUM, SPECPOL). 

 

In GA’s delegates work over the course of the simulation to synthesize solutions to the 

topics assigned to their committee, eventually proposing, introducing, and passing 

resolutions, which are well-researched, collaborative documents that attempt to solve 

the issues at-hand. GA’s are often used as “first-step” in many delegates MUN careers, 

and are an excellent way to start participating. 

 

Critical to GA’s are country-policy, pre-conference research, and strong organizational 

competencies.  

 

Coalition Forming 

 

General Assemblies typically consist of 40-140 delegates representing the interests of 

their unique assignment. As such, delegates that choose to take a “lone-wolf” approach 

and propose solutions specific and unique to their own policies can find it difficult to 

pass resolutions, as other nations fail to find shared value in such a resolution. To 

succeed, delegates must find allies - representatives with similar policy concerns and 

ideas with whom to work together.  

 

Generally, most delegates form coalitions around shared ideas (i.e. all representatives in 

favor of a carbon tax, or a cap and trade system may work together), however, other 

alliances may also factor into the coalition forming process. For example, nations that 

may be similarly affected by issues, such as the European Union or North Atlantic 

Treaty Organization, may choose to form a coalition (sometimes referred to as a “bloc”) 

to address their concerns together, regardless of whether their ideas for solutions are 

identical. 

 

Resolution Writing  

 

Once coalitions have been formed, delegates begin aggregating their policy initiatives           

into a combined document, the Resolution. Prior to being passed or introduced,            

resolutions are called “Working Papers”. Once introduced, Working Papers are referred           



 
 

to as “Draft Resolutions”. Per EmpireMUNC’s technology policy, these         

documents should be handwritten, and stapled together.  

 

Resolutions are historically written in outline format - an example follows below: 

 

DRAFT RESOLUTION 1.1 

Sponsors: United States, Austria and Italy 

Signatories: Greece, Tajikistan, Japan, Canada, Mali, the Netherlands and 

Gabon 

Committee: General Assembly (Third Committee) 

Topic: Strengthening UN coordination of humanitarian assistance in 

complex emergencies 

 

The General Assembly, Reminding all nations of the celebration of the 50th 

anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which recognizes 

the inherent dignity, equality and inalienable rights of all global citizens,  

 

Reaffirming its Resolution 33/1996 of 25 July 1996, which encourages 

Governments to work with UN bodies aimed at improving the coordination 

and effectiveness of humanitarian assistance, 

 

Noting with satisfaction the past efforts of various relevant UN bodies and 

nongovernmental organizations, 

 

Stressing the fact that the United Nations faces significant financial 

obstacles and is in need of reform, particularly in the humanitarian realm, 

  

1. Encourages all relevant agencies of the United Nations to collaborate more           

closely with countries at the grassroots level to enhance the carrying out of             

relief efforts; 

2. Urges member states to comply with the goals of the UN Department of             

Humanitarian Affairs to streamline efforts of humanitarian aid; 

3. Requests that all nations develop rapid deployment forces to better          

enhance the coordination of relief efforts of humanitarian assistance in          

complex emergencies; 



 
 

4. Calls for the development of a United Nations Trust Fund that           

encourages voluntary donations from the private transnational sector to         

aid in funding the implementation of rapid deployment forces; 

5. Stresses the continuing need for impartial and objective information on          

the political, economic and 

6. social situations and events of all countries; 

7. Calls upon states to respond quickly and generously to consolidated          

appeals for humanitarian assistance 

 

Merging 

 

Model UN attracts many bright, creative delegates. In all likelihood, many effective and             

resourceful working papers and draft resolutions will be proposed, and inevitably, there            

will be material overlap between their ideas and policies. In this event, delegates may              

find that they wish to combine, or “merge” resolutions, to gain additional support             

through a larger coalition, as well as to create a more complete and comprehensive              

document.  

 

To merge resolutions, certain conditions must be met: 

1. All sponsors to both resolutions must consent to the merger 

2. The merged resolutions must not contain contradictory clauses 

 

In the event that a sponsor to either draft resolution does not consent to the merger,                

their sponsorship, as well as any clauses they may have individually contributed, may be              

removed from the merged document by the remaining sponsors.  

 

In the event that contradictory clauses exist, the sources of contradiction must be struck.              

See below for example: 

 

Draft Resolution A: “... restricts the sale of all light arms following a period of               

five years from the date of this resolution” 

Draft Resolution B: “bans the sale of all light weapons following a one-year             

grace period from the date of this resolution” 

 

Note the contradictory enforcement times. To resolve the issue, a compromise           

may be implemented. 

 

Merged Draft Resolution AB: “bans the sale of all light arms following a             

period of two years from the date of this resolution. 



 
 

Voting 

 

Voting in General Assemblies occurs when a motion to enter voting procedure is passed.              

Chairs may require speakers for and against this motion. Once in voting procedure,             

voting is typically conducted via roll-call and is conducted on documents in the order of               

their presentation to the chair. In most General Assemblies, a supermajority (67%) of             

votes, is required to pass a resolution.  

 

Conference Preparation and Additional Resources 

 

Preparation 

Preparing for a conference can be a daunting task, especially if it’s your first time.               

Additionally, each conference is different, which adds an additional complexity to the            

process. However, regardless of whether you’re competing in your local high-school’s           

annual conference, or flying to Brussels for THIMUN (The Hague International Model            

UN), there are some general best practices to follow to set you and your team up for                 

success: 

 

1. Research - There are few, if any, substitutes for research. Understanding           

your countries, strengths and weaknesses, in addition to its stances on           

critical issues, will not only help you when writing your position paper, but             

will also prove a valuable resource in committee, when resolution writing           

rewards a thorough comprehension of the topic. Although there is no           

“one-size fits all” method for research, starting with general sources          

including the CIA World Factbook, Council on Foreign Relations, and          

Brookings Institute, before moving on to more specific and tailored ones,           

will provide both breadth and depth on the subject matter. 

 

2. Public Speaking Practice - Model UN is a communications-based activity;          

being able to communicate your ideas both eloquently and clearly is a            

critical-skill to success. Practice your public speaking drills with your          

team, and if possible, by participating in class, mock-simulations, and          

other ancillary training opportunities. 

 

3. Writing - To pass a winning resolution, you have to write it first.             

Reviewing sample resolutions, from conferences and from sources        

including Best-Delegate, All-American Model UN, and even the UN         

website, will enable delegates to familiarize themselves with the issues          



 
 

they’ll address, and the organizations and entities that address         

them. Practice writing sample resolutions with your team, your coach, and           

even by yourself - nothing can substitute for practice, so get started soon! 

 

4. Conference planning - Each conference is different, but most conferences          

follow a general timeline: 

 

Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 

● Opening 

Ceremonies 

● First 

Committee 

Session 

● Committee 

Sessions

 

● Committee 

Sessions 

● Final 

Committee 

Session 

● Closing 

Ceremonies 

and Awards 

 

Make sure to look at your schedule beforehand to ensure that you know             

when you have committee, and plan around that to ensure that you’re on             

time for your sessions! 

 

 

Additional Resources 

This primer is by no means an end-all, be-all guide to Model UN. However,              

EmpireMUNC V has prepared additional resources to provide optimal opportunities for           

preparation, including: 

 

● Model United Nations: A Primer 

● Crisis: an Intro Guide 

● Research: an Intro Guide 

 

 


